
 

 

 

October 14th, 2020, Santiago, Chile 

 

Dear Partners: 

 

Along with greeting you and hoping that this message finds you well, we first want to attach 

our tentative  Academic Calendar 2021, based on which we will carry out our International 

Programs. This Calendar will be subject to modifications given the sanitary conditions that the COVID-

19 pandemic may generate. 

Likewise, we want to inform that, following the protocols set forth by the national and health 

authorities, Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez (UAI) is prepared to carry out during the SPRING 

SEMESTER 2021 (February to July 2021) our academic offer in a hybrid format (face-to-face 

and virtual classes), thus ensuring the security and integrity of our entire UAI Community. 

Thus International students, will be able in to conduct studies during the Spring Semester 

2021, mostly at a distance modality through our Specially Designed Courses; Spanish Language 

Courses; Short-term programs; Research/Internship Lab; COIL courses, among other options giving 

also the option of attending face-to-face classes at our Santiago and Viña del Mar campuses for all 

students who require it. 

UAI has implemented new technologies and fully equipped classrooms along with the training 

that has been carried out for our teachers to make the best use of technological tools and thus 

maintain international activity with our partner universities. For more information about our hybrid 

rooms, please visit the following link: https://www.uai.cl/tecnologia-clases-hibridas/  

Students who have been already nominated by their universities may participate in our offer 

so we will appreciate if you can share this information with them to promptly receive their applications, 

recalling that nominations should be made until November 30th, 2020 and extraordinarily until  

January 05th, 2021 (if you need more time, do not hesitate to contact us at: rrii@uai.cl ). 

Finally, we would deeply appreciate to know if your university will make an offer of virtual/ 

face-to-face exchange by 2021, which will allow us to promote this in our next initiatives in Chile. 

Please complete the following form to update the status of your offer. 

We look forward to your cooperation and we are confident that in 2021 we will see your 

students again in our academic programs. 

 

Best regards, 

 

 

 

Carlos Ramírez Sánchez 
Director 

International Relations Office 
Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez 
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